
FOOD RESOURCES

Sustainable Pittsburgh Restaurant Finder 

Searchable Database of Farms + Farmers Markets

Food Miles Calculator

Slow Food USA

Farm to Table Western PA Local Food Guide
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Sustainable food is good for us, our communities, and the world!
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http://sustainablepghrestaurants.org/site/restaurant-finder/
https://www.localharvest.org/search.jsp?jmp&scale=9&lat=40.377384&lon=-79.89256
http://www.foodmiles.com/
https://www.slowfoodusa.org/
https://farmtotablepa.com/local-food-guide


FOOD DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Break Big Issues into Bite-Sized Pieces
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Why do you care about eating, buying, growing and/or advocating for 
sustainable food?

What cultural values is our current system founded on? What values would a 
sustainable food system be founded on?

Do your food choices line up with your values? In which places in your life (i.e. 
time, finances, leisure) could you shift priorities to make better food choices?

Do you know of people, businesses or organizations in your community that are 
working for a more sustainable food system? How can you support them?

Below is a sample of discussion questions you can try with your family, friends, or coworkers, 
or reflect on during your I Am Sustainable Pittsburgh participation.

As facilitator, your role is to stimulate and moderate the discussion. You do not need to be an 
expert or the most knowledgeable person about the topic. The primary goal is for everyone 
to participate and to learn from themselves and each other. Draw out quiet participants by 
creating an opportunity for each person to contribute. Don’t let one or two people dominate 
the discussion. Thank them for their opinions and then ask another person to share.

Be an active listener. You need to hear and understand what people say if you are to guide the 
discussion effectively. Model this for others.

Invite participants to focus on personal reflections — values, feelings, and experiences.
The discussion is not for judging others’ responses. Consensus is not a goal. Celebrate the 
diversity of perspectives and life experiences!

TIPS FOR FACILITATING A DISCUSSION

Sustainable Pittsburgh is proud to partner with the Northwest Earth Institute to bring its 
EcoChallenge to Southwestern Pennsylvania as the I Am Sustainable Pittsburgh platform. In 
addition to the EcoChallenge, NWEI’s suite of educational and engagement offerings includes 
a selection of discussion course books used in the workplace, on college campuses, in centers 
of faith, and in the community. They are designed to help break big issues into bite-sized 
pieces. And they help create a personal network of shared stories and support that makes it 
easy to take action. Learn more at nwei.org/discussion-course-books.

http://nwei.org/discussion-course-books/
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POWERED BY SUSTAINABLE PITTSBURGH
WE BELIEVE EVERY PERSON HAS THE POWER TO CREATE POSITIVE ACTION.
There’s no shortage of information about the serious challenges facing our planet – and 
although most people say they would like to do more, they don’t know where to start.

That’s where we come in.

WE BELIEVE CHANGE SHOULD BE FUN.
For more than 20 years, Sustainable Pittsburgh has helped make change more possible for 
the region’s businesses and communities. Through programs like the Sustainable Pittsburgh 
Challenge, we’ve helped make change more social AND more fun by helping people connect 
with their communities and take action, together. 

WE BELIEVE THE LITTLE THINGS MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE.
Sustainable Pittsburgh was founded in 1998 to advance economic prosperity, social equity, 
and environmental quality as the enduring accountability for the region. We’ve found that 
when you break big issues into bite-sized pieces and talk through them with the people who 
matter to you, you discover insights and inspiration. You learn, together. You build a personal 
network of shared stories and support that makes it easy to take action. In short, you become 
part of a community for change. 

That’s why we’ve partnered with the Northwest Earth Institute to bring its EcoChallenge 
to Southwestern Pennsylvania as the I Am Sustainable Pittsburgh platform. Through I Am 
Sustainable Pittsburgh, all of our region’s people can take small steps leading to big changes 
for our communities and world.

WE BELIEVE IN CHANGE THAT WORKS FOR YOU.
We believe no change is too small — in fact, those tiny choices we make every day, by rote or 
by habit (paper or plastic? walk or drive? speak up or not?) are exactly where change is most 
possible and powerful.  

Through I Am Sustainable Pittsburgh, we help people discover shared learning, shared stories 
and shared action.

JOIN US IN BEING THE CHANGE WE SEEK. LEARN MORE AT SUSTAINABLEPITTSBURGH.ORG.


